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▪ Gearing up for MA dissertation

▪ Social justice angle

▪ Pragmatism

Your host



Background
Existing practice: law schools





Law Schools:

▪ Warwick School of Law: Multicultural Scholars Programme

▪ York Law School: Bridge to the Future Mentoring Scheme

Industry:

▪ Law Society Diversity Access Scheme

▪ Stephen Lawrence Scholarship Scheme

▪ Fieldfisher Diversity Access Scheme

Examples of ring-fenced initiatives



Background
Existing practice: legal graduate recruitment



Contextual recruitment

▪ Pioneered by Rare Recruitment

▪ Seeks to flag ‘high-potential’ candidates 

▪ Used by 87% of the UK’s top law firms*

*According to Rare



Contextual recruitment

“…not a back-door entry point, but a nuanced, fair 

adjustment to account for inequality of prior 

opportunity and multiple (often subtle) forms of relative 

disadvantage”. (Rare, 2013)



Inspired by contextual admissions practices in H.E.

Contextual recruitment



Contextual recruitment



CA
CR



Plugging the gap
How could it look?



Example: Mentoring application process 

All students apply

2+ flags1 flag0 flags

Automatic 

offer

Invited to 

informal 

interview

Assessed on 

written 

application 

alone

Successful candidates with at least one flag are given the option of being matched with a mentor 
who shares the same characteristic(s), subject to mentor availability.



Example: Work experience application process 

All students apply

2+ flags1 flag0 flags

Invited to 

discuss 

application 

informally

Application 

assessed in 

isolation

Once at interview stage, all candidates are assessed against the same criteria.

Interview



▪ It’s [arguably] the right thing to do

▪ It ought to reduce self-selection and talent wastage

▪ It’s the antithesis of a blunt instrument

Strengths



▪ Glut of data on current students

▪ Internal expertise (and technology)

▪ Institutional priorities/KPIs:

▪ Equality, Diversity & Inclusion

▪ The Graduate Outcomes Survey (UK)

Enabling factors



Hang on a minute…
Considerations & unresolved questions



“Taking action sometimes only makes the problem worse and in such a situation 

action is a waste of time and money.” (Becker, 2001)



▪ Role of HEIs in addressing social inequality

▪ Data validity/efficacy

▪ Lack of empirical evidence

▪ Resourcing

▪ Application of judgment

Considerations & unresolved questions



Thanks for listening
Any thoughts or questions?

luke.lynch@ntu.ac.uk
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